
Sew cushions and design with plotter motif
Instructions No. 1945
 Difficulty: Challenging
 Working time: 2 Hours 30 Minutes

Our colourful pillow will put you in a good mood when you look at it! Thanks to the sewn cushion cover with hotel closure, the ticking can
also be quickly removed to wash the cover. Our free plotter template allows you to cut out beautiful motifs filigree with the Silhouette
machine and arrange and design them on the pillow.

So the cushion is sewn and the plotter motifs
are applied:
Transfer the patterns to the fabric and trim them with 1 cm seam allowance. 

The two blanks for the back are first prepared for the hotel closure. First fold
in 2 cm on the two short sides and topstitch the edges with a narrow edge.
This will give you a clean finish. 

Sew Piping tape on the Fabric cut front side. 

Now place the Fabric cuts backside on the Fabric cut front side, put them
together and sew everything together. Turn the pillowcase over 

Now open the plotter template in your Silhoette Studio. Place the iron-on film
on the mat so that the back (white side) is facing upwards. Start the plotting
process. Finally, iron the motifs onto the pillowcase according to the
package instructions. Once you have ironed the film on, the cover is hand
washable. With the transfer press, you can wash it at 40°C.

Article number Article name Qty
338578-16 Extra Bling iron-on film A4Neon-Fuchsia 1
338578-15 Extra Bling iron-on film A4Neon-Yellow 1
338578-14 Extra Bling iron-on film A4Neon-Green 1
10345 Half panama fabric "Uni"Offwhite 1
395359-03 Piping tapeNeon-Fuchsia 1
630351 Pillow ticking 1
11308 Silhouette Cameo4 1
391214 Gütermann sewing thread set "All-purpose sewing thread", 7 x 100 m 1
719810 EasyPress 3 1
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